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Moral hazard and observability
Bengt Holmstrom
Swedish School of Economicsand Business Administration

The role of imperfect information in a principal-agent relationship subject
to moral hazard is considered. A necessary and sufficient condition for imperfect
information, to improve on contracts based on the payoff alone is derived, and
a characterization of the optimal use of such information is given.

1. Introduction
* It has long been recognizedthat a problemof moralhazardmay arise when
individualsengage in risk sharing under conditions such that their privately
taken actions affect the probabilitydistributionof the outcome.- This situation
is commonin insurance,laborcontracting,andthe delegationof decisionmaking
responsibility,to give a few examples. In these instances Pareto-optimalrisk
sharingis generallyprecluded, because it will not induce properincentives for
taking correct actions. Instead, only a second-best solution, which trades off
some of the risk-sharingbenefits for provision of incentives, can be achieved.
The source of this moral hazardor incentive problemis an asymmetryof
informationamong individualsthat results because individualactions cannot
be observed and hence contracted upon. A naturalremedy to the problem is
to invest resources into monitoringof actions and use this informationin the
contract. In simple situations complete monitoringmay be possible, in which
case a first-best solution (entailing optimal risk sharing)can be achieved by
employinga forcing contractthat penalizes dysfunctionalbehavior. Generally,
however, full observation of actions is either impossible or prohibitively
costly. In such situationsinterestcenters aroundthe use of imperfectestimators
of actions in contracting.Casual observationindicates that imperfectinformation is extensively used in practice to alleviate moral hazard, for instance in
the supervisionof employees or in various forms of managerialaccounting.
A natural question then arises: when can imperfect information about
actions be used to improve on a contract which initiallyis based on the payoff
alone? Secondly, how should such additionalinformationbe used optimally?
This paper is partly based on Chapter 4 of the author's unpublished dissertation, "On Incentives
and Control in Organizations," submitted to Stanford University, December 1977. It was written
while the author was visiting the Center for Operations Research and Econometrics, Universite
Catholique de Louvain, Belgium. An earlier version was presented at the European Meeting of the
Econometric Society in Geneva, 1978. I am much indebted to Joel Demski, Fr0ystein Gjesdal,
Charles Holloway, David Kreps, and Robert Wilson for many helpful discussions and to David Baron
and Gerald Kramer for detailed comments on an earlier manuscript.
1 See for instance Arrow (1970), Zeckhauser (1970), Pauly (1974), and Spence and Zeckhauser
(1971).
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A recentinterestingpaperby Harrisand Raviv (1976)addressesthese questions
in the context of a principal-agentrelationship in which the agent provides
a productive input (e.g., effort) that cannot be observed by the principal
directly.2Theirresults relate to a very specific kind of imperfectmonitoringof
the agent's action. They study monitors which provide information that is
independent of the state of nature and allows the principal to detect any
shirkingby the agent with positive probability. Such monitors are of limited
interest, however, since they are essentially equivalentto observingthe agent's
action directly, because a first-best solution can be approximatedarbitrarily
closely in this case.3 Clearly, one cannot expect imperfect monitoring to
possess such strong characteristicsin general.
Employinga different problem formulationfrom Harris and Raviv's, we
are able to simplify their analysis and generalize their results substantially.
Both questions posed above are given complete answers (in our particular
model). It is shown that any additionalinformationabout the agent's action,
however imperfect, can be used to improve the welfare of both the principal
and the agent. This result, which formalizes earlier references to the value of
monitoringin agency relationships (Stiglitz, 1975; Williamson, 1975), serves
to explain the extensive use of imperfect informationin contracting. Furthermore, we characterizeoptimal contracts based on such imperfect information
in a way which yields considerableinsight into the complex structureof actual
contracts.
The formulationwe use is an extension of that introduced by Mirrlees
(1974, 1976). We start by presenting a slightly modified version of Mirrlees'
model (Section 2), along with some improved statements about the nature of
optimal contracts when the payoff alone is observed. In Section 3 a detour is
made to show how these results can be applied to prove the optimality of
deductiblesin accident insurancewhen moralhazardis present. Section 4 gives
the characterizationof the optimaluse of imperfectinformationand Section 5
presents the result when imperfect informationis valuable. Up to this point
homogeneousbeliefs are assumed, but in Section 6 this assumptionis relaxedto
the extent that we allow the agentto be moreinformedat the time he chooses his
action. The analysis is brief, but indicates that qualitativelythe same results
obtainas for the case with homogeneousbeliefs. Section 7 contains a summary
and points out some directions for furtherresearch.

2. Optimal sharing rules when the payoff alone is observed
We study a principal-agentrelationship, where the agent privately takes
A
an actiona E A C R, A being the set of all possible actions, anda togetherwith
a randomstate of nature0, determinesa monetaryoutcomeor payoffx = x(a, 0).
The problemis to determinehow this payoff shouldbe sharedoptimallybetween
the principaland the agent. The principal'sutilityfunctionis G(w), definedover
wealth alone, and the agent's utility function is H(w,a), defined over wealth
2 The main results of Harris and Raviv (1976) are reported in their 1978 paper. For earlier work
on principal-agent models, see Wilson (1969), Ross (1973), and Mirrlees (1976).
3This fact, which is not observed by Harris and Raviv (1976), can be verified by using an
argument similar to the one given by Mirrlees (1974, p. 249), or by Gjesdal (1976) (cf. example in
footnote 7). Obviously, it implies that monitoring, which satisfies Harris and Raviv's conditions,
is valuable. This is their partial answer to the first question raised above.
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and action. The model is further restricted by assuming that H(w,a) = U(w)
- V(a), with V' > 0 and Xa , 0.4 The interpretationis that a is a productive
input with direct disutilityfor the agent and this creates an inherentdifference
in objectives between the principaland the agent. It is convenient to think of a
as effort and this term will be used interchangeablywith action. Since the
problemof moralhazardcan be avoided when the agent is risk-neutral(Harris
andRaviv, 1976),we shallassume U" < 0. The principalmay or may not be riskneutral, i.e., G" - 0.
In this section, we consider the case where the principal observes only
the outcome x. Thus, sharingrules have to be functions of x alone. Let s(x)
denote the share of x that goes to the agent and r(x) = x - s(x) denote the

share that goes to the principal.It is assumed that both parties agree on the
probabilitydistributionof 0 and that the agent chooses a before 0 is known.5In
this case (constrained)Pareto-optimalsharingrules s(x) are generated by the
program:
max E{ G(x - s(x))}

(1)

s(x),a

subject to E{H(s(x),a)}

> fH,

a E argmax E{H(s(x),a')},

(2)
(3)

a't"

where the notation "argmax"denotes the set of argumentsthat maximize the
objective function that follows.6
Constraint(2) guaranteesthe agenta minimumexpected utility(attainedvia
a marketor negotiationprocess). Constraint(3) reflects the restrictionthat the
principalcan observe x but not a. If he also could observe a, a forcingcontract
could be used to guaranteethat the agent selects a properaction even when s(x)
is chosen to solve (1)-(2) ignoring(3). The latter we will refer to as thefirstbest solution, which entails optimal risk sharing.It differs in general from the
solution of (1) subject to (2) and (3), which we call a second-best solution.
Two approachescan be used to solve the programabove. The earlierone,
used by Spence and Zeckhauser (1971), Ross (1973), and Harris and Raviv
(1976), recognizes explicitly the dependence of x on a and 0, so that the
expectations in (1)-(3) are taken with respect to the distributionof 0. They
proceed to characterizean optimalsolution by replacing(3) with the first-order
constraint E{H, ssxa

+ H2} = 0, and then apply the calculus of variations.

To validate these steps one has to assume that an optimum exists and is
differentiable.However, as an example by Mirrlees (1974) shows, there may
commonly exist no optimal solution among the class of unbounded sharing
rules, and for this reason s(x) has to be restrictedto a finite intervalin general.
As a result, the solutionwill become nondifferentiableandthe above-mentioned
approachcan no longer be applied.7
I

Subscriptsdenote partialderivativeswith respect to correspondingvariables.

5This assumptioncorrespondsto model 1 in Harrisand Raviv (1976),whichis the modelthey

use for studyingimperfectinformation.We shall relax it in Section 6.
6 As usual, E denotes the expectation operator. Since E{H(s(x),a)} need not be concave
in a, there may exist multiplesolutions, hence the inclusion symbol.
7Even when an optimalsolutionexists amongunboundedsharingrules, it may be nondifferentiable.Thishas been observedby Gjesdal(1976).To illustratehis ideasone can look at the follow-
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A better approachto solving (1)-(3), which also gives a more intuitive
characterizationof an optimum,has been introducedby Mirrlees(1974, 1976).
He suppresses 0 and views x as a randomvariablewith a distributionF(x,a),
parameterizedby the agent's action. Given a distributionof 0, F(x, a) is simply
the distributioninduced on x via the relationshipx = x(a, 0).8 It is easy to see
that xa > 0 implies Fa(X, a) - 0. It will be assumed that for every q, Fa(x, a) < 0
for some x-values, so that a change in a has a nontrivialeffect on the distribution of x. In particular,it will shift the distributionof x to the rightin the sense
of first-orderstochastic dominance.
For the moment, assume F has a density functionf(x, a) withfa andfaa
well defined for all (x, a).9 Replacing (3) with a first-orderconstraint yields
the program:
s(x)E[c,d+x],a

subject to

{

I

G(x - s(x))f(x,a)dx

(4)

[U(s(x)) - V(a)]f(x,a)dx - H,

(5)

U(s(x))fa(x,a)dx = V'(a).

(6)

Note thats(x) is restrictedto lie in the interval [c, d + x] to avoid nonexistence
of a solution.10This restrictionis naturalfrom a pragmaticpoint of view as well,
since the agent's wealth puts a lower bound, and the principal's wealth
(augmentedwith x) an upper bound on s(x).
Let X be the multiplierfor (5) and ,u the multiplierfor (6). Pointwise
optimization of the Lagrangianyields the following characterizationof an
optimal sharingrule:
G'(x - s(x))
U'(s(x))

=
A + ,u

fa(x,a)

f(x,a)

,

(7)

ing insightful example. Let x(a,z) = a + z and z - Unif(0,1), so that x - Unif(a,a + 1). If
(a*,s*(x)) is a first-best solution it is easy to see that a contract of the form s(x) = s*(x) when
x 2 a*, s(x) = w otherwise, will make the agent choose a = a* for w sufficiently low. But in that
case x 2 a* for all outcomes of 2, and the first-best solution s(x) = s*(x) is effectively realized.
In other words, a nondifferentiable sharing rule, which penalizes the agent for outcomes x < a*,
will give both the principal and the agent the same expected utility as a first-best solution. In this
example no optimal differentiable sharing rule exists for (1)-(3).
Gjesdal's analysis shows that both Spence and Zeckhauser (1971, p. 383, footnote 5) and
Harris and Raviv (1976, pp. 36-37) err in giving incorrect characterizations (based on the Euler
equation) for examples similar to this.
We will avoid situations like these by essentially assuming that the support of the distribution
of x will not change with a, as explained below. For a more detailed comparison of the state-space
approach with Mirrlees' approach, see Holmstrom (1977).
8 Thus, it is always possible to go from the state space approach to Mirrlees' approach, while
the reverse is not always true.
9 In Section 3 we shall allow discrete distributions as well. The crucial assumption is thatfa
exists. Note that this assumption is not satisfied by the example in footnote 7.
10 More precisely, existence of a solution to (1)-(3) can be proved for the class of functions:
SK = {s(x) E [c,d + x] I Vb'(S)

C

K (b' -b)},

where Vb' (s) is the total variation of s in the interval [b,b'] (Kolmogorov and Fomin, 1970),
under some technical assumptions about integrability and the behavioral assumption that the agent,
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for almost every x for which (7) has a solution s(x) E [c, d + x]; otherwise
s(x) = c or d + x, dependingon whether the right-handside 5 left-hand side
throughout the interval. Furthermore, ,t is given as the solution to the adjoint
equation,
{

G(x

-

s(x))fa(x,a)dx +

y

U(s(x))faa(x,a)dx

-

V"(a)

=

0,

(8)

and a is determined by (6).11

FromBorch's (1962)work, we know thats(x) will be Paretooptimalfrom a
risk-sharingpoint of view only if the right-handside in (7) is constant. Now,
falf = k, a constant, implies 0 = f fa = J f k = k, since f f = I for all a . Hence,
fa -O0 would follow, which contradicts the assumption that Fa < 0 for some x.
Consequently, perfect risk sharing could only obtain if /, = 0. But, in fact, one

can prove the following:12
Proposition 1. Assume V' > 0 and FJa < 0 (with strict inequality for some x-

values), then ,u > 0, or equivalently:The principalwould like to see the agent
increase his effort given the second-best sharingrule.
Proof: See Appendix.
Two immediatecorollariesfollow:
Corollary 1. Under the assumption of Proposition 1, one has the following
relationshipbetween the second-best solution s(x) and the first-best solution
Sx(X), for a given X:
on
{S(X)2 Ss(X),
X+ = {x fa(x,a) : O},
(9)
(9)
on
X_ = {x fa(x,a) <
s(x) < SA(X),
Proof: See Appendix.
Corollary 2. Under the assumption of Proposition 1, the second-best solution is

strictly inferiorto a first-bestsolution.13
Proof: See Appendix.
in case he is indifferent,chooses his action accordingto the principal'spreferences.By takingK
large enough, the characterizationin (6)-(8) will be valid for this solution, and SK will contain
all functionsof practicalrelevance.
11The characterizationcan be proved rigorouslyas in Holmstrom(1977)using proposition
9.6.1 in Luenberger(1969). Some technical assumptionswhich we do not spell out are needed.
Moreimportantis the fact thatone has to assumethatthe agent'soptimalchoice of actionis unique
for the optimals(x). This assumptionseems very difficultto validateexcept in specific problems
and regrettablywe have to leave the questionabout its validityopen.
Mirrlees(1974)was the firstto give a characterizationof an optimumin theformabove (without
bounds).EarlierSpence and Zeckhauser(1971)and Ross (1973)gave alternativecharacterizations
based on the state space formulation.
12 This propositiongeneralizes Mirrlees'(1976)conclusion that ,u > 0 whenfaif is increasing In x.
13It is worthwhilestressingthe differencebetween Corollary2 andthe examplein footnote7.

A first-bestsolution can be achieved in that example becausefa does not exist at the endpoints
of the uniformdistribution.Wheneverfa exists, Corollary2 indicates that a first-bestsolution
cannotbe achieved.Also, note thatV' > 0 is essential. Therole playedby V in the characterization
is obscured by the complexity of the relationshipsbetween (6)- (8), but generally one expects
thatthe largerV' is, the smalleris ,t andthe accompanyingwelfareloss. At an extreme,if V' = 0 for
a ' a and V' = oofor a > a then the first-bestoutcome can be achieved since it entails a = a,
which the agent will choose given an optimalrisk-sharingrule.
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The characterizationin (7) has an intuitive interpretationin terms of deviatingfrom optimalrisk sharingto provide incentives for increased effort on
the part of the agent. This is accomplished by taking s(x) > SA(X) when the
marginalreturnfrom effort is positive to the agent, and s(x) < SA(X) when it
is negative (see Corollary 1). The incentive effect of deviating from optimal
risk sharingis strongerthe largeris Ifa and it is more costly (in terms of lost

,

risk-sharing benefits) the greater isf. Thus Ifa IIf may be interpreted as a benefit-

cost ratio for deviation from optimal risk sharing, and (7) states that such
deviations should be made in proportion to this ratio, with individual risk
aversion taken into account.
In contrast to perfect risk sharing, the second-best solution is crucially
dependenton the distributionof x and its functionalrelationto a. This occurs
because the outcome x can be used as a signal about the action which is not
directlyobserved. We note thatfa/f is the derivativeof the maximumlikelihood
function logf, when a is viewed as an unknown parameter.In this sense fa/f
measureshow stronglyone is inclinedto inferfromx that the agent did not take
the assumed action, and (7) says that penalties or bonuses (as expressed by
deviations from first-best risk sharing) should be paid in proportion to this
measure.

14

The deviation from perfect risk sharingimplies that the agent is forced to
carry excess responsibility for the outcome and this points to the implicit
costs involved in contractingunder imperfect information(Corollary2). Consequently, there are positive gains to observing the agent's action, since in
that case a first-bestsolution can be achieved by using a forcing contract. This
provides the basis for discussing ways to realize part of these gains by using
imperfectmonitoring,which is the subject of Sections 4 and 5.
To illustratethe formulain (7) and the interpretations,consider the following example: G(w) = w, U(w) = 2VNw, V(a) = a2, x exp (1/a). In this
example, the agentcould be a machinerepairman,whose efforta will determine
the expected time before the machine will break down. The monetary return
x is proportionalto the length of time the machinewill remainoperative;(here
the proportionalityfactor has been taken = 1).
From (7), the optimal share is:15
s(x)=LA

+,u

(

a)1

(10)

and some simplecalculationsyield ,u = a3, andthe equation4a3 + 2X-a = 1for
a (using (6) and (8)). As one would expect, ,u is increasingin a, since it is more
costly to induce higher effort. The first-best solution is sx(x) = X2,ax = 1/2X.16
For a numerical solution let X = 1/2. Then s(x) = 1/4(X + 1/)2, a = ?2,
SA(X) = 1/4, ax = 1, as pictured below. The welfare measure for the first-best

solution is 3/4 and for the second-best it is 9/16. (See Figure 1.) In this example,
14 Of course, this interpretation
is not quite accurate, since given s(x), the principalknows
from(4) whatactiona rationalagentwill take accordingto the model. But I thinkthis interpretation
correspondswell with reasoningin practice.
15 This is an exceptionalexample in that no bounds need to be imposed on the sharingrule,
and an explicit solutioncan thus be obtained.
16 In this example the question of uniqueness, referredto in footnote 11, is no problem.
For any fixed a, (10) gives the appropriatesolution to (4)-(6), which is a relaxationof (1)-(3)
when a is fixed at its optimalvalue. But it is easily checked that s(x) in (10) makes (6) strictly
concave in a, and hence the relaxedproblemalso solves the originalone.
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FIGURE 1
THE SECOND-BEST SOLUTION FOR THE REPAIRMANEXAMPLEWITHOUTMONITORING
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2
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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PAYOFF

1/2

the penalties imposed on the agent for x < ?2, which is the mean of x, are relatively small owing to the high values off(x, /2) in this region (and, of course,
owing to risk aversion), and bonuses for x > ? are correspondinglylarge. In
view of risk-sharingbenefits, the convexity of the second-best solution may be
surprising,but this is in no way exceptional (cf. Mirrlees(1976);also in Wilson
(1969),convex sharingrules may be optimal).Examplesfor which sharingrules
are concave or linear or even two-peaked can be easily generated as well.

3. Deductibles in insurance
* The characterizationin (7) can be applied to the insurance setting to conclude that optimal accident insurance policies necessarily entail deductibles
in the presence of moral hazard.To demonstratethis, the assumptionthat the
distributionF(x,a) possesses a density function will be relaxed. Since (7) is
derived via point-wise optimization, a mixture of a continuous and discrete
distributioncan be used as well, providedthe supportof the discrete distribution
is left unchangedby the action (cf. footnote 7). In that case simply interpret
f(x,a) in (7) as the probabilitymass ratherthan the value of the density function wheneverx is a mass point (and correspondinglyforfa andfaa, which both
are assumed to exist as before).
Mixed distributionsare characteristicin accident insurance. First, there is
a probabilitythat no accident occurs and this generates a mass point at x = 0;
and conditionalon an accident, there is a damagedistributionoverx < 0, which
usually can be assumed continuous. If a represents a precautionaryaction, it
is naturalto assume that this mixed distributionsatisfies:
fa(0,a) > ?,fa(x,a) <0.

(11)
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This assumptionsays thatthe probabilityof an accidentdecreases witha so that
each outcomex < 0 is less likely. For instance, drivinga car more carefullywill
presumablydecrease the probabilityof both small and large accidents.
Because ,t > 0 and the left-hand side in (7) is continuous, (11) clearly
implies that the optimal sharing rule s(x) is discontinuous at x = 0. In fact,
s(O) > sx(O) > s(x) for all x < 0, since G'(x - s(x))/(U'(s(x))

is increasing in

s(x) and nonincreasingin x (here sx is the solution to (7) with ,
d = min,<0 {s(O) - s(x)} > 0, we can write:17

k()I'd(
'k

)

d - t(x),

if
if

x =O,

x < 0,

=

0). If

(12)

where k is the agent's wealth after paying the premium,d is the deductible
which is paid when an accident occurs, and t(x) 2 0 is the agent's additional
share in the costs of an accident. One would expect t(x) to be increasing in
x. This is the case if, for instance, faIf is increasing in x (which holds for
surprisinglymany standarddistributions;see Holmstrom(1977)).
In many situationsit is approximatelytrue that the agent's action will only
affect the probabilityof an accident and not the size of losses, given that an
accident occurs. In that case one can write f(O,a) = 1 - p(a), f(x,a) = p(a)
g(x), x < 0, where p(a) is the probabilityof an accident (p' < 0) and g(x) is
a damage distributionindependentof a. This impliesfa(O,a)/f(O,a) = -p'(a)l
(1 - p(a)) > 0 andfa(x,a)/f (x,a) = p'(a)lp(a) < 0, forx < 0. Hencefa/f is independentof x forx < 0, which meansthatforx < 0 we have first-bestrisk sharing.
In particular,if the insurancecompanyis risk-neutral,only a deductiblewill be
charged when an accident occurs.
To summarizethe discussion we have:
Proposition2. Giventhe assumptionsin (11), optimalaccidentinsurancepolicies
entail a deductible. If the insured's action only affects the probabilityof an
accident but not the size of damageand the insurancecompanyis risk-neutral,
a deductiblealone is optimal.
This propositionlends additionalsupportto the frequentuse of deductibles
in accidentinsurance.However, the reasoningis quitedifferentfromthatbehind
the well-knownpropositionby Arrow (1970),which holds that pure deductibles
are always optimal. Arrow does not consider moralhazardaspects, and in his
case deductibles arise for instance if the firm uses loading to determine the
premium(Mossin, 1968).

4. Optimal sharing rules based on additional information
* One of the main conclusions from Section 2 is that the optimal solution
under moral hazard is not first-best and, hence, that there would be gains to
observing the agent's action (see Corollary2 and the subsequent discussion).
Since perfect observationof the agent's action is generallyprecluded, interest
centers on the use of imperfectinformationfor improvementsof the contract.
This issue can be studied using a straightforwardextension of the model in
Section 2.
17
If x can be observed only at the option of the insured, (12) is not enforceable. In that case,
the optimal contract is s(x) = max (x,s(x)), with s(x) as in (12). This is still a contract with a deductible.
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Lety be a signal(possiblyvector-valued),whichin additiontox, is observed
by both parties and hence can be used in constructingthe sharing rule. Let
F(x,y, a) be the joint distribution of x and-y given a. As in Section 3, letf(x,y,

a)

be either the value of the density function of the continuous part of F or the
probabilitymass of the mass point (x,y), if such exists. As before,fa andfaaare
assumedto exist. The following extension of (7) obtains for an optimal sharing
rule s(x,y):
G'(x

-

s(x,y))

U'(s(x,y))

_

+

fa(x,y,a)
f (x,y,a)

(13)

for almostevery (x,y) such that (13)has a solutions(x,y) E [c, d + x]; otherwise
s(x,y) = c or d + x dependingon whether the right-handside Z the left-hand
side throughoutthe interval. Here ,t is the multiplierof the agent's first-order
constraintand satisfies (8) anda satisfies(6) (with obvious changes in notation).
Again ,u > 0 follows as in Proposition 1, and consequently the secondbest solutions(x,y) will be strictly worse than a first-bestsolution.18 The interpretationoffa/f in Section 2 can be repeatedfor (13). A new, importantfeature,
however, is thatfa(x,y,a)/f (x,y,a) may change withy. Thus, for the same value
of x, but underdifferentcontingenciessignalledby y, the agent shouldgenerally
receive differentremuneration.In particular,if for one value of y it is possible to
infer less about a via x, then the deviation from optimal risk sharing should
be smaller,and vice versa. At an extreme, a realizationof the signaly could be
such thatfa(x,y,a) 0 for all x (which means that nothingabout the action can
be inferredfromthe payoff), andin this case the optimalrisk-sharingrule should
be employed. In sharecropping,for example, if a naturaldisaster destroys the
crop, farm workers should not be held responsible for the outcome (beyond
optimalrisk sharing).
This is quite intuitive and correspondswell with observed practice. Equation (13) would predict that contracts are elaborate and contain a variety of
provisions for unexpected events. Certainly, there is substantial empirical
supportfor this conclusion. Contracts,at least between externalparties,tend to
be detailed, spelling out different responsibilities in different contingencies
(e.g., strikes, accidents, natural disasters, etc.). Not doing so would be inefficientand add to the implicitcosts of contracting.In the same way managers
are not held responsible for events one can observe are outside their control,
and implicitlyat least, their performanceis always judged against information
about what should be achievablegiven, say, the currenteconomic situation.19
To illustratethe point we can look at an extension of the example in Section 2. Suppose now that the machinecan also break down because of a failure
in a component over which the repairmanhas no control. Let this event have
an exponential probability distribution with constant parameter (1/k), and
assume it is independentof the event that the componentswhich the repairman
controlswill breakdown. The latterevent still has the same probabilitydistribution as before, namely exponential with parameter(1/a).
18 As in Section 2, this result depends crucially on the assumption thatfa exists for
all (x,y,a);
cf. footnote 13.
19 Note, however, that internal labor contracts rarely contain explicit reference to monitoring
information, and presumably this information is often unknown to the agent. Yet such information
is and should be used. The reason the principal (i.e., the firm) will not default on such an implicit
contract is its concern for reputation in the labor market.
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If it is not possible to determine whether the failure occurred in a component outside the repairman'scontrol, the optimal solution is to employ a
sharingrule:

+p

s(x) =

I)

k

-

(14)

This follows from (7), since x - exp ((a + k)lak).
On the other hand, if one can determine which component failed, this
informationcan be used to improve the contract. Set y = 1 if the failure was
outsidethe repairman'scontrolandy = 0 otherwise. Employing(13), one has:20
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Here g, = a3(1 + (a/k))2, /M2 = a3(1 + (alk)) from (6). Hence, tk > t2
indicatingthat it is more costly to induce a particularaction a when y cannot
be observed.
The interestingcomparisonis between s(x,0) and s(x, 1). One can see that
s(x,0) is a translationof s(x, 1) to the rightas indicatedin Figure 2. Confirming
our intuition, the repairmanreceives higher pay if it is found that the failure
was outside his controlthanif it is foundthata componentthathe controlsfailed.
The optimal solution when y is not observed will lie initially between s(x,0)
and s(x,1) and eventually go above s(x,1), since ,u > /12. Notice that as
k - > oo,s(x) -> s(x ,0), since it becomes all the less likely that the failure will be
caused by anythingoutside the repairman'scontrol.

5. Value of information
* Before proceedingwith a discussion of the value of imperfectinformation,
the notion of a valuablesignalneeds to be made precise. A signaly is said to be
valuable if both the principaland the agent can be made strictly better off with
a contract of the form s(x ,y) than they are with a contract of the form s(x).
Equation(13) suggests thaty will be valuableif and only if it isfalse that
fa(x,y,a)

-

h(x,a)

,

(16)

f (x,y ,a)

for almost every (x,y). The reason is that when (16) holds, a contract s(x)
will satisfy (13), whereas if (16) is false, it must necessarily take the form
s(x,y). We shall prove this propositionformallybelow as it is the main result
of the paperand no proof of (13) was given. Before doing so, let us rewrite(16)
in a way which allows a surprisinglysimple interpretationof this necessary
20

Simple calculations show that

f(x,O,a) a expI|e akk xl
and

f(x,1,a) = k .expI-

k x}
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FIGURE 2
THE SECOND-BEST SOLUTION FOR THE REPAIRMANEXAMPLEWITH MONITORING
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and sufficient condition. Suppose (16) holds for all a. Solving it as a differential
equation in a yields
f(x,y; a) = g(x,y) h(x,a),

for almost every (x,y),

(17)

where h and g can be taken nonnegative. Conversely, (17) implies (16). Thus
(16) and (17) are equivalent.2'
Equation (17) has a natural interpretation, since it is precisely the condition
for a sufficient statistic, if one views a as a random parameter (de Groot, 1970).
That is, when (17) holds, x is a sufficient statistic for the pair (x,y) with respect
to a, which means that x carries all the relevant information about a, and y adds
nothing to the power of inference. The signal y could only be used for risksharing purposes, but optimal risk sharing is independent of the distribution of
the random variables when agents have homogeneous beliefs. Consequently,
y should be valueless when (17) holds, which is what (13) says. On the other hand,
when (17) is false, y contains some information about a beyond that conveyed
by x. In accordance with (13), y should then be used in the contract to improve
welfare.
This discussion suggests the following:
Definition: A signal y is said to be informative about a when (17) is false, and
noninformative otherwise.
With this definition the main result can be stated as follows:
Proposition 3. Let s(x) be an optimal sharing rule for which the agent's choice
of action is unique and interior in A. Then there exists a sharing rule s(x,y)
which strictly Pareto dominates s(x) if and only if (17) is false; or more concisely,
a signal is valuable if and only if it is informative.
21 This is not necessarilytrue if (16)only holds for a singlevalue of a, because then we cannot
integrate(16) to get (17). Such an exceptionalcase is of little interest, however, and in the subsequent analysis, we will only deal with distributionsfor which (16) is true for either all a or no a.
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Proof: Suppose y is noninformative. Then, if s(x,y) is an arbitrary sharing rule,
a sharing rule s(x) which is at least as good as s(x,y) will be constructed,
establishing the claim that y is of no value.
For every x, define s(x) so that
{

U(s(x,y))g(x,y)dy

= {

U(s(x))g(x,y)dy
=U(s(x)) |g(x,y)dy.

(18)

Then using (17) and (18),

U(s(x,y))f(x,y; a)dxdy=
=

U(s(x,y))h(x;a)g(x,y)dxdy

{

U(s(x))h(x; a)g(x,y)dxdy.

{

Consequently, s(x) will result in the same action and welfare for the agent.
By Jensen's inequality, (18) implies
{

s(x)g(x,y)dy,

s(x,y)g(x,y)dy

or
{

(x - s(x,y))g(x,y)dy

{

(x - s(x))g(x,y)dy.

This implies, using Jensen's inequality a second time, that:
{

G(x - s(x,y))g(x,y)dy

G(x -s(x))g(x,y)dy.

<

Since this is true for every x, and h(x; a) - 0, one obtains, by integrating,

G(x - s (x,y))f (x,y; a)dxdy

{;

G(x - s (x))f (x,y; a)dxdy.

Since the agent takes the same act with s(x) as with s(x,y) by construction,
this shows that the principal is at least as well off with s(x) as with s(x,y). The
agent's utility is the same for both s(x) and s(x,y), and thus s(x) is weakly
Pareto superior to s(x,y), which proves the first part of the proposition.
To prove the second part, let s(x) be a second-best solution with the properties
assumed in the proposition. Fix x for a moment. Since the agent's response is
unique and interior in A, the principal's and the agent's marginal returns 8EPand 8EA-conditional on x, from an additive variation 8s(x ,y) in the sharing rule
s(x), are [see proposition 9.6.1 in Luenberger (1969)]:
8Ep = -G'(x - s(x)) 8s (x,y)f (x,y; a)dy + iU'(s(x))
,
8EA = U' (S (X)){8s(x,y)f

(x,y; a)dy.

8s (x,y)fa(x,y; a)dy,

(19)

Here ,u is the solution to (8) corresponding to s(x).
Suppose y is informative. From (16) it follows that there exists a set Y in
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the range of y, with f yf (x,y; a)dy
the complement Yc, such that:
fa(x, Y; a)
f(x, Y; a)

f (x, Y; a) # 0, and correspondinglyfor
(20)

fa(x, yc; a)
f(x, Yc; a)

Choose a variation8s(x,y) such that 6s(x, Y) > 0 and
6s(x, Y) f(x, Y; a) + 6s(x, YC)f(x,Yc; a) = 0;

(21)

(8s(x, Y) is constant for all y E Y and correspondinglyfor 6s(x, Yc)). From (19)
and (21) it follows that:
6EP

=

p1U'(s(x))[8s(x, Y) fa(x, Y; a) + 6s(x, Yc) fa(x, Yc; a)],

and
6EA =

0.

Substitutingfrom (21), we have:
6EP = , U'(s(x)) -s(x, Y)

.f

(

) ,f (

x Yc; a)

>0

since ,u > 0 (Proposition 1), 6s(x, Y) > 0 as chosen, and the expression in
bracketsis positive by (20). The procedurecan be repeatedfor a set of x-values
with positive mass, since y is informative,which guaranteesthat one can make
the principalstrictly better off and the agent no worse off, for a small enough
variation.Finally, utilities are continuous, so partof the principal'sgain can be
transferredto the agent (e.g., use the same argumentas above, taking6EP = 0),
and this proves the sufficiency part of the proposition. Q.E.D.
Remarks:

(1) The sufficiencyargumentcan be appropriatelymodifiedto applyto the case
where the agent's utility function H is nonseparable.
(2) If, for administrativereasons, one has restricted attention a priori to a
limited class of contracts (e.g., linear price functions or instruction-likestepfunctions),then informativenessmay not be sufficientfor improvementswithin
this class.
(3) From the proof of the propositionone can see that iffa/f is continuous in
(x,y), then there will exist a single region Y (independentof x) such that the
indicatorfunctionon Yis a valuablesignalwhenevery is.22This impliesthats(x)
can be improved upon by a dichotomous contract of the form (s(x, Y),s(x,

yC)),

which does not use all the informationcontained in y. Since dichotomous
contractsare simplerto administer,this result suggests an explanationof their
frequentuse.
(4) It is clearthatinformativenesscan be directlyextendedto cover cases where
one alreadyobserves a signaly, in addition to x and is interested in the value
of an additional signal Y2. The necessary and sufficient condition becomes
f(x,Y1,Y2,a)

4- h(x,yj,a)

9(X,Y1,Y2).

The conclusion that a noninformativesignal will have no value may not be
surprising(even if ourterminologyis chosen to makethis statementappearmore
22 The indicatorfunctionon Y is a functionwhich has the signaly as an argument,and equals
1 on Y and 0 otherwise.
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obvious thanit is). Basically, it tells us that pure randomizationdoes not pay.
The more importantpart of the proposition is the result that any informative
signal, regardless of how noisy it is, will have positive value (if costlessly
obtainedandadministeredinto the contract).As in Harrisand Raviv (1978),one
might conjecturethat in some situations a sufficientlynoisy, yet informative,
signalwouldaddtoo muchrandomnessto the contractto be acceptableby riskaverse parties.But as the proof of Proposition3 indicates, since both partiesare
on the marginrisk-neutraltowards randomnessin y, given x, the new contract
can be designed so that marginallyit does not increase risk, but still improves
incentivesfor action.23Alternatively,equation(13)indicatesthatone can improve
risk sharingfor each y separatelywhile at the same time retainingincentivesfor
action.Thispointwiseimprovementresults,of course,in an overallimprovement.
It is of interest to look at a few special cases of informativeness.Suppose
first that y is independentof x. This could be the case if the agent is directly
monitoredor supervised. Then we can write
f(x,y,a)

= h(x,a)-g(y,a).

From this it follows that
fa(xj,ya)

ha(x,a)

+ ga(y,a)

f(x,y,a)

h(x,a)

g(y,a)

Hence y is noninformativeif and only if gaIg is constant, which readilyis seen
to imply ga- 0 (since f ga = 0). Thus, whenever g depends at all on a, it is
informativeand consequently valuable. Even the most casual supervision of
an agent can be used to the benefit of both parties.
Second, supposey is informative.Then we can constructanotherinformation system as follows:
if
x cx,
y,
A
Y = 0,
if
>xi x
This signal is a conditionalinformationsystem, where resources are invested
to find out y only if the outcome is sufficientlybad (below x). It is readily seen
that is also informativeand, depending on the costs of obtainingy, the net
benefitsof usingy may exceed those of y 24 Conditionalinformationsystems are
widely used in practice, which indicates that their cost savings are often sufficient to cover the informationloss they engender.
Finally, one can constructan informativesignal fromy by simplydeciding
randomlywhether or not to find out y.25 Again, this would save costs and is
quite effective, particularlyif y is a very precise signal about a .26
The last two examples bring attention to the fact that Proposition3 says
nothingabouthow valuabley is, which would be importantwhenever costs for
informationacquisitionand administrationof more complex contracts are considered. An upperbound for the value is, of course, providedby the value one
A

23
This line of argumentwas first used in Gjesdal(1976)for the case wherex andy are independent. It has also been used by Shavell (1978), who independentlyof us proves the sufficiency
part of Proposition3, but withoutemployingthe same notion of informativeness.
24
Demski and Feltham(1978)discuss conditionalinformationsystems.
25
Feltham(1977)gives an example of this kind of informationsystem.
26
In the limit,if y = a and highpenaltiesare allowed, we are very muchin the same situation
as in the examplein footnote7. An arbitrarylow probabilityof checkingy will sufficeto inducethe
agent to take the correctaction.
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gets fromobservinga itself. As Mirrlees'(1974)example (p. 248) indicates, this
value may occasionally be negligible.
Some indicationsof the value of the signal can be found by studying(13).
Roughlyspeaking,the more variationa signal causes infaif, the more valuable
it will be. This seems difficult to formalize, and I believe that on a general
level signals can only be compared by using Blackwell's notion of fineness
(see Blackwell (1951) and also remark4 above).

6. Asymmetric information
* In many respects the model we have analyzed is very primitive. One
unrealisticfeature is the assumptionthat the agent chooses his action having
the same informationas the principal, that is, before anything about 0 is revealed. Commonlythis will not be the case. After the sharingrule is fixed, the
agent will often learn something new about the difficulty of his task or the
environmentin which it is to be performed. The following extension of our
model applies to such cases.27
Let z be a signal about 0 which the agent observes prior to choosing a,
so that his choice becomes a functiona(z). As before, we suppress 0 and write
f (x ,y, z, a) for the joint density function, wherey is some additionalinformation
observed by both parties. The best sharingrule s(x,y) can be determinedby
solving the program:
max
s( x, v),a(z)

FG(x

subject to

- s(x,y))f(x,y|z,a(z))p(z)dxdydz

(22)

U(s(x,y))f (x,y Iz,a(z))p(z)dxdydz
-

V(a(z))p(z)dz ?f H,

U(s(x,y))f (x,y z,a')dxdy - V(a'),Vz.

a(z) E argmax
a'EAJ

(23)

(24)

Here f(x,yI z,a) is the conditional density of x and y, given z and the action
a, andp(z) is the marginaldensity of z. Letting ,u(z)p(z)be the multiplierfunction for (24) and A the multiplierfor (23), point-wise optimizationgives the
characterization:
G'(x
G' - s (x, y))
(x -s(x,y))
U'(s(x,y))

;Z(z)
_

__

_

_

fa(X,Y Iz,a(z))p(z)dz

{f(x,y

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

.(25)

|z,a(z))p(z)dz

This equationclosely resemblesequation(13). Againthe second termon the
right-handside indicates deviations from a first-bestsolution, and qualitatively
one can draw conclusions similarto those for the earliermodel. The difference
is that the deviation from first-best risk sharing is determinedby a weighted
averageof the incentive effects in the various states z, with the weight ,u(z)p(z)
being dependenton the probabilityof z and the desirability(or cost) of forcing
27

This corresponds to Model 2 in Harris and Raviv (1976).
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0 is impossible (since ,(z) is
the action a(z). It is easy to show that ,(z)
determinedby an equationsimilarto (8)), andhence againwe have a second-best
solution. However, we may have ,(z) > 0 for some z, and ,(z) < 0 for others,
since s'(x) > 1 is possible (cf. our repairmanexample) in some x-region.
The necessarypartof Proposition3, namelythat a noninformativesignalis
valueless, extends readilyto the asymmetriccase. Here noninformativenessis
definedby the condition:
f (x,y,z; a) = g(x,y) h(x,z; a),

for almost every (x,y,z).

(26)

For the sufficiency part of the proposition, an additional but insignificant
qualificationis needed. When(26) is false, that is, wheny is informative,fa/fwill
depend on y as before. Yet, when integratingas in (25), it is conceivable that
the right-handside of (25) would become independentof y, makinga function
s(x) optimaland y valueless. However, this is extremely unlikely and will not
happengenerically;any small change in the problemdata would take us out of
such a situation. Thus, we can safely say that for all that matters, Proposition
3 is also valid in the asymmetriccase.

7. Concluding remarks
* We have studied efficient contractualagreementsin a principal-agentrelationship under various assumptions about what can be observed, and hence
contractedupon, by both parties. Whenthe payoff alone is observable, optimal
contracts will be second-best owing to a problemof moralhazard. By creating
additionalinformationsystems (as in cost accounting,for instance), or by using
other available informationabout the agent's action or the state of nature,
contracts can generally be improved. A simple necessary and sufficientcondition for such imperfect informationto be of value was given as well as a
characterizationof optimal contracts which use such information.
Principal-agentrelationshipsare prevalentin economic organizations.The
analysis presented here improves our understandingof the functioningof this
basic organizationalform. In view of our result that essentially any imperfect
informationaboutactions or states of nature28can be used to improvecontracts,
we have an explanation of the observed complexity of real contracts (as
evidenced for instance in insurance arrangements).Additionalinformationis
of value because it allows a more accuratejudgmentof the performanceof the
agent; or viewed differently,it provides the same incentives for effort with less
loss of risk-sharingbenefits.
Ouranalysis also provides a basis for studyingthe design of contracts and
informationsystems in more specific contexts. An applicationof this kind has
recently been given by Baron and De Bondt (1978)in the context of automatic
fuel adjustmentclauses. Other fields of applications have been discussed in
Harrisand Raviv (1978) and recently Demski (1977) has used the model for a
theoretical study of financialreporting.
Of course, the analysispresentedhere leaves unansweredmanyinteresting
questions in contracting.One importantaspect of the problem, which we have
28
Note that our analysis shows that from a theoreticalpoint of view there is no distinction
to be made between a signal which provides informationabout actions and one which provides
informationabout states of nature,since these pieces of informationare inherentlylinked via the
outcome function.
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not considered, is that many contracts are based on long-termrelationships.
Whenthe same situationrepeatsitself over time, the effects of uncertaintytend
to be reduced and dysfunctionalbehavior is more accurately revealed, thus
alleviating the problem of moral hazard. Such long-term effects could be
analyzed in an extension of our model. Another extension would recognize
that asymmetry of informationas discussed in Section 6 may warranta renegotiationof the contract. One can view managementby objectives and the
New Soviet Incentive Scheme (Weitzman, 1976)as examples of this. In both
cases, afterobservingthe difficultyof his task, the agentcan changethe contract
within certainlimits to the benefit of both parties. A preliminarydiscussion of
this kindof contractingis given in Holmstrbm(1977),whereit is seen as a special
case of delegation of decisionmakingresponsibilityto an agent with superior
information.
Appendix
* Proof of proposition 1. Let s(x) be a second-best sharing rule for X > 0 and
write r(x) = x - s(x). If ,g
0, contrary to our claim, then
G'(r(x))
G___r__x_
U'(x - r(x))

=
=x

__A_
f+*xa)j~~,aj
+
f(x,a)

=

G'(rx(x))
=(A
U'(x - rx(x))

for x E X+ = {x Ifa(x, a) , O}. Here rx(x) is the first-bestsharingrule (in terms
of the principal'sshare), correspondingto X;see Wilson (1968). Since G'(r(x))I
U'(x - r(x)) is decreasing in r(x) for fixed x, rx(x) is an increasing function,

and from (Al) it follows that r(x) : rx(x) for x E X+.
Correspondingly,r(x) - rx(x) on X_ = {x Ifa(x, a) < 0} . We have then,
{

G(r(x))fa(x,a)dx ?

G(rx(x))fa(x,a)dx > 0,

(A2)

where the last inequality follows, by first-orderstochastic dominance, from
the assumptionFa(X, a) - 0 (with strict inequalityfor some x), and the fact that
rx(x) is increasing.
The expression in braces in equation (8) is the second-ordercondition for
the agent's maximizationproblem,and hence is <0. (It cannotbe =0, since then
(A2) and (8) would be inconsistent). Combining (8) and (A2), this implies
A > 0, whichcontradictsourcontrapositiveassumption, - 0. We have arrived
at a contradictionassuming, S 0 and conclude that , > 0. Q.E.D.
[ Proofof corollary1. The proof follows from Proposition1 and the fact that
G'(x - s(x))IU'(s(x)) is increasing in s(x) for fixed x. Q.E.D.
C] Proof of corollary 2. The solutions will differ on a set of nonzero measure,
since , > 0 andfL/f is nonconstant. Q.E.D.
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